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1. Introduction

JIT may be perceived as an operations management philosophy geared towards the eventual elimination of all kinds of waste in an organization. The two operating goals of striving to achieve zero defects and zero stocks at all stages of production are reflections of waste eliminations, since inferior quality and stocks are considered to be the root of all evil, concealing the inefficiencies in material, machine, manpower, money, information and time utilizations. JIT- based practices cover a broad range of managerial and operational functions. These include human resources management, plant layout, engineering design, purchasing, stock control, scheduling, quality assurance, set-up; maintenance planning and demand management. JIT may be described as an extension of the original concept of managing the material flow in a factory to reduce the inventory levels. In fact, there is much more involved in a manufacturing organization than reducing inventories to control costs. Manufacturing has to deal with other issues, such as process control, level of automation, flexible manufacturing, machine set up times, direct labor productivity, Overhead, supplier management, engineering support, and the quality of product delivered to customers. A modern manufacturing
Organization has to deal efficiently with these issues in order to operate a smooth, productive, and quality minded department.

There is reasonable consensus among researchers that JIT is a philosophy of continuous improvement in which non-value adding activities are identified and removed in order to reduce costs, improve product quality, improve performance, improve delivery, add manufacturing flexibility and stimulate innovation in the workplace. Numerous organizations have reported cost cutting and improved quality due to JIT practices. JIT was a technology that permitted many firms to compete successfully in the face of growing competition. Continuous monitoring of production processes with the goal of eliminating all forms of waste is a key point in understanding JIT. Advocates of JIT view inventory as a waste and a source of all evils because inventory build-ups tend to hide production problems rather than solve them. JIT provides authorization for single parts that arrive just in time to be consumed, resulting in stockless production and significant cost savings. Research has shown that JIT organizational philosophy has the potential to increase organizational efficiency and effectiveness. On the other hand, if JIT is not properly implemented, desirable benefits are not realized. In theory, it is easy to understand the concepts of JIT in terms of eliminating waste and improving productivity. However, in reality, the concepts are difficult to implement because of the need for fundamental organizational changes.

When JIT principles are implemented successfully across many parts of an organization, a significant competitive advantage can be enjoyed. The JIT benefits do not just happen. Before an organization enjoys the fruits of JIT, it must accept JIT as an organizational philosophy. This requires the organization to change or modify its operating procedures, production system and organizational culture. Plant layouts have to be adjusted, relationships with suppliers and customers have to be modified, quality circles have to be installed and accurate demand forecasts have to be achieved.

The objectives of this paper are as listed below:
1) Critical review of JIT literature,
2) Segregating the different research articles of JIT,
3) Exploring the recent trends in JIT-Kanban system and deriving directions for future research.

In this paper, different articles are reviewed and an appropriate classification is presented. The Kanban study was made elaborately, since it acts as a basic communicator and feed-back agent to the JIT system. The latest trends in JIT-Kanban system are also addressed separately under the heading “Special cases”. Finally, the directions for future researches are presented. This paper addresses the literature review on implementation of Just in time philosophy specially Kanban optimization with empirical study, mathematical modeling, simulation of various algorithm in this field. Besides extensive work on JIT in supply chain system and the variability and its effect are also analyzed. The paper is organized according to the study and model used in JIT implementation. Section 2 presents an integrated approach to JIT philosophy and a brief concept about Kanban optimization. Section 3 to 8 summarizes the major works in JIT field according to categorization and some special cases are highlighted at the section 9. In section 10 some general insights and future research directions are discussed.

2. An integrated approach to JIT philosophy

JIT has become somewhat of a catchphrase in recent times with heavy overlaps to concepts such as TQM, continuous improvement, time-based manufacturing, and business process re-engineering. Although most academics and practitioners agree that JIT consists of a set of techniques such as Kanban, JIT purchasing, TQM, line balancing, setup time elimination plans, supplier integration,
level schedules, integrated product and process design, total productive and preventive maintenance, group technology, focused factory, multifunction employee and employee training, no universal set of elements has been established to optimize system performance. A major constraint to JIT implementation is that there are no universally accepted JIT techniques, as they seem to vary from culture to culture and from industry to industry. Voss and Robinson (1987) observed that where manufacturing practitioners attempt to implement JIT, most of them select just a subset of JIT techniques, suggesting that companies focus on easy to implement techniques rather than those giving the greatest benefits.

JIT has been described as a comprehensive production and inventory control system. However, various past researchers fail to incorporate quality improvement and employee involvement activities as integral parts of JIT philosophy. Flynn et al. (1995) proposed that the use of TQM practices would enhance JIT performance through process variance reduction and improve quality performance through problem exposure. Fullerton (2003) observed that JIT firms significantly use more TQM tools to evaluate performance than non-JIT firms. Most studies on JIT philosophy tend to investigate these practices separately. When a manufacturing plant seeks to capitalize on the implementation of one of these streams, the benefits can be maximized by also applying techniques of the other two streams. Therefore, there should be a synergistic effect of integrating unique JIT techniques with TQM and human/strategic oriented JIT practices. Many studies have suggested that JIT, TQM, and human resource management are interrelated and are internally consistent practices. Altogether, the unique JIT techniques, TQM, and human/strategic-related JIT methods form a comprehensive and consistent set of JIT practices, which will generate excellent performance.

Several scholarly journals in the last decade have published a number of articles focusing on the implementation of JIT techniques and their performance in both JIT and non-JIT manufacturing plants. In both studies, they focused on implementation differences between small and large American manufacturers using ten management practices supposedly constituting the JIT concept. Brox and Fader (2002) assessed the impact of JIT based on economic theory and the impact of JIT management strategies on plant level productivity applying variable cost function estimates. Empirical research so far involving the study of JIT consists primarily of case studies of specific organizations, which have implemented JIT, and more recently have described simulations and mathematical modeling. Modeling of JIT generally focuses on relationships between changes in various production factors and the corresponding specific production performance measures.

To implement the Just-In-Time (JIT) idea in production, logistics or supply chain systems efficient control mechanisms are necessary. In that context Kanban is one of the broadest investigated control mechanisms. The existing literature to Kanban systems is very voluminous, for a comprehensive treatise. The investigated systems differ one another in regard to the assumptions made and in regard to the goals investigated.

A Kanban system operates only with single card is called production order Kanban (POK) (J. Berkley, 1992; Sarathapreeyadarshini et al., 1997). If the distance between the consecutive workstations is very short, a single buffer mode is made available between the workstations. This buffer mode acts as both outbound buffer for the current workstation j and inbound buffer for the succeeding workstation j+1, respectively. In the two-card system, where the distance between the two consecutive workstations are more, each work station will have separate inbound buffer and outbound buffer (Kimura et al., 1981; Hemamalini, et al., 2000) and the cards are called as Production Order Kanban (POK) and Withdrawal Kanban(WK), respectively.

The two-card Kanban pull system which works in the Assembly/Manufacturing line is elaborated by Panneerselvam (1999), Kimura and Terada (1981) and Hemamalini et al. (2000). Basically, it has plastic cards, which give information about the parts and also things to be done. The production
order Kanban (POK) is a production order, which instructs the preceding workstation to produce the required number of units. The withdrawal Kanban (WK) gives the message to the succeeding process about the number of units it should withdraw.

3. Introductory Early Works

The first article on the JIT implementation in manufacturing appeared in the 1970s (Sugimori et al., 1977). Since then, hundreds of JIT papers have been published in professional journals. This body of literature describes the JIT philosophy and its implementation in manufacturing. It contains conceptual and empirical studies, simulation and mathematical models, as well as case studies. Two general review articles have attempted to integrate the reported research in this field (Sohal et al., 1989). However, these reviews cite only a limited number of refereed journal publications and do not provide a framework for classifying the JIT literature. The reviews also fail to link critical variables with the basic tenets of the JIT philosophy (i.e. elimination of waste, employee involvement in decision-making, supplier participation and total quality control). Two topic-specific reviews have been published on cellular manufacturing (Huang & Houck, 1985) and worker cross-training (Treleven, 1989). Because of their narrow topical focus, these review articles do not integrate the developments in these fields with overall JIT implementation.

Golhar et al. (1991) have classified the JIT literature as elimination of waste, employee participation, supplier participation and total quality control. A similar work was done by Berkly (1992) for Kanban production process. He has selected 24 elements in the Kanban production system as operational design factors. Obviously, most of the researchers were focusing on the determination of number of Kanbans and determining corresponding solutions by using suitable models and tools. Some authors have developed simulations model and meta-heuristics like, genetic algorithm (GA), tabu search (TS), and simulated annealing (SA) for JIT-Kanban for better solutions. Further, more researches have been done in empirical theory, flow shop, simulation, variability and its effects, CONWIP and special cases.

4. Empirical theory

Empirical studies on JIT implementation in manufacturing have been done more recently. These studies typically used a small sample size, are industry specific or collected data from the JIT companies in a particular geographic location. Nonetheless, they examine the effectiveness of the JIT implementation. A major focus of these studies has been on the benefits and the problems of JIT implementation. However, JIT implementation involves additional costs to provide new equipment and the employee training programmes (Finch, 1986). Although benefits and costs have been discussed separately in the literature, no empirical studies have been undertaken to examine the cost effectiveness of the JIT implementation. In the paper by Monden (1983), a comprehensive presentation of Toyota production system is given. A successful kanban system will drastically reduce the throughput time and lead time (Philipoom et al., 1987). Karmarker and Kekre (1989) concluded from their studies that the reduction in container size and increase in number of Kanbans lead to better results. Many researchers were interested in finding the optimal number of Kanbans. The Toyota formula is very much useful in determining the optimal number of Kanbans. Co Henry et al. (1987) used the Toyota formula and also investigated the safety stock allocations in an uncertain dynamic environment. A similar work was considered by Sarkar et al. (1996) to find number of Kanbans between two adjacent workstations. Yale et al. (2000) presented a study for Kanban system, CONWIP and buffered production lines. In this study, they incorporated a non-integral approach using simulation. The use of non-integral approach helps production planners to obtain discrete number of Kanbans. Woolsey et al. (1999) have developed a simple spreadsheet optimization program to determine the corresponding number of Kanbans with respect to user-defined safety stock levels and other values. It gives a close-form of solution to the problem. This means that an answer
for any problem size may be instantaneously obtained.

Kanban system is widely implemented in repetitive manufacturing environment. For a single card operational system, Saradhapriyadarshini et al. (1997) have developed two heuristics and proved that these are more efficient. Saradhapriyadarshini et al. (1997) have proposed a recursive equation for scheduling the single card Kanban system with dual blocking. They proposed a heuristic with twin objectives of minimizing the sum of total weighted time of containers and weighted flow time of part-types. Rajendran (1999) has done a work on two card flow shop scheduling with n part-types. In this paper, mathematical models for time tabling of containers for different problems have been formulated. Then, a heuristic was developed to minimize the sum of weighted flow time, weighted earliness, and weighted tardiness of containers. Hemamalini et al. (2000) have done similar work. In this work, the heuristic developed is simulated annealing algorithm. This is compared with random search method. In these papers, the comparisons are done only based on mean relative percentage increase. Instead of this approach, comparisons based on complete ANOVA experiment would provide reliable inference. Brucker et al. (2003) have carried out research on flow shop problem with a buffer of limited capacity between two adjacent machines. After finishing the processing of a job on a machine, either the job is to be processed on the following machine or it is to be stored in the buffer between these machines. If the buffer is completely occupied, the job has to wait on its current machine but blocks this machine for other jobs. In this paper, they determined a feasible schedule to minimize the make span using tabu search. The results of the problem using tabu search were compared with that of benchmark instances. The comparisons are done only based on relative improvements. Instead of this approach, comparisons based on complete ANOVA experiments would provide reliable inference.

Assembly lines are similar to the flow shops in which assembly of parts are carried out in a line sequence. In a multi product assembly line, the sequencing of the jobs is a challenging task. Drexel Kimms (2001) considered an assembly line sequencing mixed model problem. It is a combinatorial problem. They formulated this combinational problem as integer programming model. This model can be used only for small size problems due to the limitations of operations research software with respect to handling the number of variables and constraints, which are present in the integer-programming model. Xiaobo and Ohno (1997) have considered similar work on mixed model assembly line sequencing problem with conveyor stoppages. They proposed branch and bound algorithm, and simulated annealing algorithm for finding the optimal solution and sub-optimal solution of the mixed-model sequencing problem, respectively to minimize the total conveyor stoppage time. The branch- and-bound method was devoted to find the optimal solution of small-sized problems, whereas the simulated annealing method was used to cope with large-scale problems to obtain a good sub-optimal solution. Future, research on simulated annealing applied to this problem can be directed to establish a better seed generation algorithm. However, the practitioner should spend considerable time in fixing the parameter called temperature (T) in the simulated annealing algorithm by trial and error method before actually solving the problem.

In a batch production system, the switching over from one product to other product depends on many factors such as stock reaching to the threshold level, different priority schemes, economical setups, etc. Tayfur and Goang (2000) have dealt this issue differently for the pull type manufacturing system with multi product types. In this paper, they developed an iterative procedure to approximately compute the average inventory level of each product as finished goods using different priority schemes. In this paper, the demand arrival process is assumed to be a Poisson distribution and processing times and the set-up times are arbitrarily distributed. But, in practice, the processing times may follow other distributions, viz., normal, uniform, exponential, etc. which are not experimented in this paper. Khan and Sarker (2002) addressed the problem of manufacturing system that procures raw materials from vendors in lot and convert them into finished products. They
estimated production batch sizes for JIT delivery system and designed a JIT raw material supply system. A simple algorithm was developed to compute the batch sizes for both manufacturing and raw material purchasing policies.

5. Modeling approach

Modeling approach aims to obtain the optimal solution. This subsection reviews different modeling approaches. Kimura and Terada (1981) have developed a mathematical model in the area of Kanban system. They have given a basic balance equation for multi stage systems, which shows how the fluctuation of final demand influences the fluctuation of production and inventory volumes. Bitran and Chang (1987) have designed an optimization model for the Kanban system. The model is intended for a deterministic multi-stage capacitated assembly-type production setting. In this paper, a non-linear model developed by them is converted into a linear model with deterministic demand. Seki et al. (1999) have designed a single stage Kanban system with poison demand arrivals. The system is formulated as a queuing system under piecewise constant load, and a numerical method by transient solutions of the queue is applied. Yoichi Seki et al. (1999) did similar work on the single stage Kanban system with poison demand and Erlang production times. The objective of this work is to determine the number of Kanbans, when a change of load to the system is planned. Vito Albino et al. (1995) studied a model of Kanban controlled manufacturing system based on Markovian assumption. An approximate approach was developed to solve the model, which permits reliable evaluation of performance in terms of throughput time and work-in-process (WIP). Further, they validated the results using discrete-event simulation applied to their problem. Nori and Sarkar (1998) have modeled the Kanban system using Markov-chain to determine the optimum number of Kanbans between adjacent workstations. Deleersnyder et al. (1989) have modeled a blocking situation in the queues of the Kanban system using discrete time Markovian chain to study the effect of number of Kanbans, machine reliability, processing time and demand variability. Markham et al. (1998) formed a procedure based rule induction approach for determining the number of Kanbans and other factors in JIT. They applied classification and regression tree (CART) technique to generate the production rule, based on decision trees. As for as designing of Kanban system, a basic simulation study was done by Davis et al. (1987) to determine the number of Kanbans. In another work by Rudi De Smet et al. (1998) a simulation model was developed to study the feasibility of plans to produce some subparts of the product in a Kanban-controlled manner to determine the operational parameters such as number of Kanbans and container size. In a kanban control system, the main decision parameters are the number of Kanbans and lot size. Alabas et al. (2002) developed three-meta heuristics viz., genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA) and tabu search (TS) coupled with a simulation model to find the optimum number of Kanbans with the minimum cost. In addition, a neural network meta model was developed and compared with the heuristic procedures in terms of solution accuracy. They found that the tabu search requires less computational efforts when compared to the other two meta-heuristics and the neural network meta-model. In a similar work by Hurrien R.D. (1997), simulation and neural network meta-model have been used for designing the Kanban system. Ohno et al. (1995) proposed an algorithm to determine the optimal number of Kanbans for each of the two kinds of Kanban (production ordering and supplier Kanbans) under stochastic demand. An algorithm was devised for deter- mining the optimal number of Kanbans that minimizes the expected average cost per period. Since, no safety stock is assumed in this paper, this can be regarded as a procedure for determining the safety stock also. Sarkar et al. (1999) studied a multi-stage Kanban system for short life-cycle product in the market. In this research, the problem is to find optimally the number of orders for raw-materials, Kanbans circulated between workstations, finished goods shipments to the buyers, and the batch size for each shipment (lot) with minimum total cost of the inventory. A cost function was developed based on the costs incurred for the raw materials, the work-in-process and the finished goods. The optimal number of raw material orders that minimizes the total cost is obtained first, which is then used to find the minimum number of Kanbans, finished goods shipments, and the batch sizes of shipments.
6. Variability and its effects

Savsar and Al-Javini (1995) studied a simulation model to investigate the effect of different operational conditions, including Kanban withdrawal policies on three performance measures of JIT, viz., average throughput rate, average station utilization and average work-in-process. Unlike other simulation studies that use exponential or truncated normal distribution, this model uses Erlang and Gamma distribution. It is observed that the throughput rate as well as the average station utilization is significantly affected by the variability in processing time and demand intervals. They proposed two types of Kanban withdrawal cycles, namely fixed withdrawal policy and variable withdrawal policy. Under the fixed withdrawal policy, the time interval between consecutive visits of a part-carrier to a workstation for kanban removal is fixed, but the order quantity (number of Kanbans carried) is variable whereas under the variable withdrawal policy, the time interval between consecutive visits of a part-carrier to a workstation for Kanban removal is variable, but the order quantity is fixed. Huang et al. (1983) have found that overtime required will be increased when the variation in processing time is increased. Also, they emphasized that a Kanban system would not be effective with high variable processing or set up time. Villeda et al. (1988) performed simulation study for a final assembly consisting of “3 sub-assembly lines and 4 stages” repetitive production systems with Kanbans. They concluded that improved productivity obtained through unbalancing the processing time at all workstations increases directly with the variability in the final assembly. Chaturvedi and Golher (1992) simulated a Kanban based flow production line for a product in nine sequentially arranged workstations. They observed that the system performance was worst for exponential processing time distribution and variability affected station utilization, throughput time and WIP inventory. Yavuz and Satir (1995) have studied the simulation of multi-item, multi-stage flow line operating under the JIT philosophy with a two-card Kanban technique. The flow line produces four products through five stations. This study uses partial factorial design for experimentation. Seven experimental clusters are designed, each composed of at most three factors. The F ratios and the degrees of freedom of the model are obtained from multi variate analysis of variance (MANOVA). They found that decrease in lot size reduces mean length and waiting times in work-in-process points at all Kanbans levels. An increase in the uncertainty of demand arrival rates and demand sizes increases the probability of sudden over-loading. An increase in the coefficient of variation in processing times brings about higher line utilization and a decrease in throughput rate. The scheduling rules tested in this paper are found to yield no significant differences in the utilization of line and on the behaviors of work-in-process. Feeder lines may be introduced into the pull system configuration, where lines feed the final assembly line. Further, alternate operating routes for the products along the line may be introduced.

7. CONWIP

CONWIP is a Kanban system working with constant work-in-process. CONWIP is a generalized form of Kanban. Like, Kanban system, it relies on signals, which could be electronic and it is equivalent to kanban cards. In a CONWIP system, the cards traverse a circuit that includes the entire production line. A card is attached to a standard container of parts at the beginning of the line. When the container is used at the end of the line, the card is removed and sent back to the beginning of the line where it waits in a card queue to eventually be attached to another container of parts. Oscar Rubiane et al. (2003) have reviewed the literatures and presented the benefits and comparison of the CONWIP systems. Most of the articles reveal that the CONWIP system works more efficiently than the conventional Kanban systems. Yang (2000) compared 3 different systems viz., Single Kanban, Dual Kanban and CONWIP. The results show that CONWIP consistently produces the shortest mean customer waiting time and lowest total work-in-process. Spearman et al. (1990) have stressed that the flexibility of CONWIP system allows it to be used by any product-line where the utility of Kanban system is limited. Hence, the superiority of CONWIP pull system is an alternative to Kanban system. They present theoretical arguments and simulation study of CONWIP.
8. Supply Chain System

There are number of articles in Supply Chain Management (SCM). In this present survey, a few JIT-SCM related articles are reviewed. In pull production management systems such as JIT, deliveries must be made on an as-needed basis only, and production begins only when requested. It is supposed to match customer demand that is, producing only enough to replenish what the customer has used or sold. Vergara et al. (2002) have dealt the co-ordination between different parts of simple supply chain. Materials should be moved from one supplier to other supplier as per the JIT. For this, an evolutionary algorithm was used which identifies the optimal or near optimal, synchronized delivery cycle time and suppliers’ component sequences for a multi-supplier, multi-component simple supply chain. The evolutionary algorithm also calculates a synchronized delivery cycle time for the entire supply chain, the cumulative cost throughout the supply chain, and the cost to each supplier. The results of this algorithm were compared with enumeration method and found that the evolutionary algorithm gives better solution in quick manner. Minner (2003) did a comprehensive review of multiple-supplier inventory models in supply chain management. SCM discusses strategic aspects of supplier competition, operation flexibility, global sourcing and inventory models. Further it was extended to logistics and multi echelon system. Matheo et al. (2003) have carried out a case study on inventory management in a multi-echelon spare parts supply chain. This paper clearly shows the close relationship between supply chain structure and demand patterns. The problems of managing supply chain with various numbers of echelons, multi model, extremely variable demand and lack of visibility over the distribution channel are discussed. They provided an algorithmic solution through the comprehension of the sources of demand variability and through a probabilistic forecast and inventory management. David and Eben Chaime (2003) have enumerated the vendor-buyer inventory production models. They argue that there should be a certain degree of independence between successive links of the supply chain, to allow flexibility in production management in individual links. They identified the degree of independence and level of flexibility in terms of lot sizing and delivery scheduling in a single-vendor-single-buyer system. In these lines, appropriate two-sided vendor-buyer inventory production models are formulated and analyzed.

9. Special cases

Krieg et al. (2002) considered a Kanban controlled production system with 3 or more different products processed on a single manufacturing facility as a decomposed system. The customers for a product arrive as per poison distribution. The service time and set-up changes are product specific and follow exponential distribution. If the customer’s demand cannot be met from stock, the customer leaves and satisfies his demand elsewhere (lost sales). The production run continues until the target inventory level given by the Kanbans for the product has been reached. Then the manufacturing facility is set-up for producing the next product. Takashashi et al. (2002) have proposed a decentralized reactive Kanban system for multi-stage production and transportation system with unstable changes in product demand. In the proposed system, the time series data of the demand from the succeeding stage are monitored at each stage individually and unstable changes in the demand are detected by utilizing control charts. In order to develop a control rule of the buffer size, the multi-stage production and transportation system is decomposed into single-stage processing systems and the performance of the decomposed system is investigated by simulation experiments under various stable-demand conditions. The performance of this system shows superior result. The work of Tardif et al. (2001) introduces a new adaptive Kanban-type pull control mechanism, which determines the timings to release or reorder raw parts based on customer demands and inventory back orders. In the adaptive pull system, the number of Kanbans in the system is dynamically readjusted based on current inventory level and backorder level. Unlike a conventional system, this system absorbs extra Kanbans according to the variability in demand. It was found from the results of a simulation study of a single-stage, single product Kanban system that these systems are beneficial in production line under variable demand conditions. It shows that this adaptive system under such conditions
outperforms the traditional Kanban pull control mechanism. This adaptive approach may be extended for multi-stage, multi-product Kanban system. SO (1997) presents the buffer allocation problem with the objective of minimizing the average work-in-process subject to minimum required throughput rate and constraint on the total buffer space availability. Both the balanced and unbalanced lines were considered in this work. On the basis of empirical results, he developed a good heuristic for selecting the optimal buffer allocations. The mathematical model discussed in this paper is based on the two assumptions that there are always materials available for processing at the beginning of the line and that the last station can never be blocked. Lai et al. (2003) have proposed a system dynamic (SD) methodology for studying the new generation of JIT in electronic commerce environment. It is a framework for thinking about how the operating policies of a company and its customers, competitors and suppliers interact to shape the company’s performance over time.

10. Conclusion

The growing global competition forces many companies to reduce the costs of their inputs so that the companies can have greater profit margin. There are considerable advancements in technology and solution procedures in reality, to achieve the goal of minimizing the costs of inputs. JIT-KANBAN is an important system, which is used in production lines of many industries to minimize work-in-process and throughput time, and maximize line efficiency. In this paper, the authors have made an attempt to review the state-of-art of the research articles in the area “JIT-Kanban system”. After a brief introduction to push and pull systems, different types of Kanban and their operating principles, blocking mechanisms, the authors have classified the research articles under JIT-Kanban system into five major headings, viz., empirical theory, modeling approach, variability and its effect, CONWIP and JIT-SCM. Also, the authors have provided a section for special cases under JIT-Kanban. This paper would help the researchers to update themselves about the current directions and different issues under JIT-Kanban system, which would further guide them for their future researches.

This paper has summarized the research works, which have been done in Just in Time arena for the last 35 years. These research outcomes are analyzed and separated based on the basic approach used for implementation. Further research can be done on the improvement of the solution accuracy of the heuristics or various algorithms used in the current solution practice. Ants colony optimization algorithm is a recent inclusion to the existing meta-heuristics viz., simulated annealing algorithm, genetic algorithm and tabu search. Therefore, a researcher can study the solution accuracy as well as required computational time of this algorithm for his/her JIT problem of interest.
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